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Abstract
The intention of this analysis is to continue the discussion (from the previous issuees) of some parts of the
history of what is declared or titled „Islamic art”, within the critical and theoretical framework of both OccidentalWestern and (some) Muslim perspectives. The analysis and establishments of limits in line with the prevailing
authorities will contribute to the vital modalities of qadar/ṣināʿat discourse which are resolutely Islamic and in
line with their source (ar. al-marjaʿ or al-maṣdar). Particular attention is drawn to advocating differences, due to
Occidental-westernized academic efforts to ignore the spirit of unity and the self-reflective Islamic constants of
qadar/ṣināʿat discourses and impose the artificial dichotomy of the sacral and profane, and due to paradigmatic
views on the evaluation of the creative (aestheticized) achievement of the originator/designer of representation,
(i.e. homo islamicus) as absolute western ownership.
On the other hand, the aestheticized activity of homo islamicus within the conscious recognitive and cognitive
productive-reflective orientation has a very specific historical existence. If the well-known saying of Jacques
Derrida – the well known Postmodernist, ‘ il n’y a pas de hors-texte’ („there is nothing outside the text”) can
be applied to the title „Islamic art”, we can raise the question as to whether the aestheticized activity of homo
islamicus exists or not. It seems that the proper question related to the modalities of qadar/ṣināʿat discourse
should be ‘qu'est-ce qu' il y a de hors-texte’ („what is there outside the text?”).

Key words: ìslām, Islamic civilization, Islamic culture, art, homo islamicus, qadar/ṣināʿat, globalization of
culture.
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t can be claimed that homo islamicus himself does not only draw or drink from the Word revealed by God –
the Qur'an. His ideas of the world of nature, man and all other living creations, knowledge and the

artistry of aestheticized actions/ṣināʿat are equally masterable and decisive; in brief, they are active in
parallel both in the branches of learning and in the necessary manual activities for addressing the qadar/
ṣināʿat practice. This does not mean that the actual explanations and descriptions of all the areas of effort
are literally written in the Scripture, which consists of 114 chapters - sùras (ar. al-sūrah, pl. al-suwar) with
different parts of Qur'an verses - ayats (ar. al-āyah, pl. al-āyāt). It actually means that it provides basic
principles for the entire classical traditional culture (ar. al-thaqāfah) and civilization (ar. al-ḥaḍārah).
Without this, and such a source of Islam (ar. al-marjaʿ) – the Revelation, neither culture, nor what is called
'art', could have happened; this revelation enabled the existence of Islamic faith, Islamic philosophy,
Islamic aesthetics, Islamic ethics, Islamic law... and even of what is given the name of Islamic society, and
even that which is given the name of “Islamic art”.
It is equally certain that the described aspects of Islamic culture can rightly be considered as
the knowledge and motivation that arose by relying upon Qur'anic foundations, both in terms of
operationalization and purpose; therefore, Islamic civilization should also be viewed as an aesthetic
expression of similar form and achievement.
Unlike the term Islamic civilization (ar. al-tamaddun al-ʿislāmīyy) in the traditional sense, as used in
this study, what is currently named with the identical coinage is a very diffuse, disparate and fragmented
ethnic, political, economic and cultural phenomenon. The current Islamic world cannot be limited only
to the countries with an Islamic majority – to Muslim and Arabic countries, ethnic groups and cultures.
Arabic and Arabicized nations are only a small part of the entirety of the contemporary Islamic world, with
other nations and cultures as its constituent parts. The attribute 'Islamic' in the current phrase Islamic
civilization implies, above all, a distinctive culture and civilization, though unfortunately a less compact
community and aestheticized actions (qadar/ṣināʿat discourse), while its general creative activity is
somewhat more prominently present.1

1
For the explanation of the term activity, i.e. doing and its meaning, See Akšamija, A. Mehmed: QADAR / ṢINĀ´AT - Doctrine of termsin
line with islamic principles about 'Art'. Illuminatio / Svjetionik / Almanar, Al-Wasatiyya Center for Dialogue, Sarajevo, Spring 2021. Volume
2, №. 1, p. 65, fus. 13.
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It is well known that three generations of the theory of discourse have been used since the late 1970s.2 In
this case, we refer to the first one, which implies discourse within the framework of linguistics, as a lexical
unit, a phrase at the highest level, which is larger than a sentence and is defined by the existence of any
dependence between its parts and is focused on the semantic aspect of the presented written text.3 As a
lexical unit, we use it in terms of the multidimensional dynamic structuring of the conceptual structure
of the specialized field of knowledge and artistry, where homo islamicus voluntarily and willingly builds
his own cultural practice.

illustration ~ Mu’ in Musavvir, Portrait of the homo islamicus - miniaturist and calligrapher Reza ‘Abbasi, Isfahan, April 1676 (Iran).
ilustracija ~ M ’ M
,P
homo islamicusa R
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1676. (I ).
2

Discourse (lat. discursus), or ar. al-ḥiwārāt is here defined as a paradigm according to which homo islamicus's actions/ṣināʿat and the
products of his conscious work assume meaning by means of historically specific discourse – lexical units.

3
The described discourse theory is used for attempting to establish how particular structures of meaning allow some forms of behavior.
In doing so, language is not understood as a neutral, passive and transparent medium for expressing identities given in advance, but
rather as a social practice which assigns meanings to particular entities to shape social identities and their mutual relations, as well as
systems of knowledge and belief.
Cf: Fairclough, Norman: Analyzing Discourse : Textual Analysis for Social Research. Routledge, London: New York, 2003, p. 36.
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The area of human doings, i.e. activities which has been declared “Islamic art” in Occidental-westernized4
academic circles, is 'art' defined by the principles of the Qur'an (ar. al-qur'ān), Sunnah (ar. al-sunnah)
and Hadith (ar. al-ḥadīth).5 Indeed, regardless of various forms of academic perception and disregard,
it is inevitably a form of aestheticized actions/ṣināʿat 6, which is materially and creatively defined by
the distinctive modalities of qadar/ṣināʿat discourse. There are only two (the remaining or the other)
modalities of discourse (recognitive and cognitive) that are resolutely Islamic and in line with the source
(ar. al-marjaʿ) – the Revelation,7 the Prophet's norm and his oral transmission. This is true despite the
fact that such patterns of perception were shaped by what was widespread within the typical worldviews
of educated Europeans who shared the beliefs and prejudice of the contemporary intellectual and
fashionable trends of various ages – Renaissance values, values of Humanism, Empiricism, Enlightenment
ideas, Classicism, Romanticism, occasionally of Socialism as well, but almost inevitably sprinkled and
stained with what Aijaz Aḥmad called 'the ordinary banalities of the nineteenth Eurocentrism’.8
Such a statement perhaps stuns non-Muslims and some historians and theoreticians of 'art' who
considered Islam as an iconoclastic and conservative religion, which allegedly denied or even prohibited
the area of human activity that Occidental-westernized academic circles call and define as 'art’.9
Although iconoclasm10 is, in a way, still one of the great traditions for interpreting the commandments
4
Occidental [from lat. occidens (so): falling (sun) derived from occidere: to fall, fall down] is an adjective that we use exclusively for
a society or a culture the origin of which can be found, to a lesser or larger extent and in countless ways, in the Western Europe of
the early Middle Ages. Indeed, the historical development of the notion “West“ is rather hard to trace, since it began to be used in
the present sense fairly late, in the 19th and 20th century. Since the expression “West“ can have different meanings, depending on the
political, cultural or other context, this is one of the reasons why we will sometimes use the term Occidental.
5

Though we view Islam as a single whole, when we discuss particular inner specifics we want to point out that in the Sunnah (ar. al-sunnah)
orientation, Sharia (ar. al-sharīʿah, literally a “road to the spring“) provisions are derived from four sources: Scripture – the Qur'an, Sunnah,
ijma (ar. al-ijmāʿ) – concensus or agreement of Muslim scholars on the issue of Islamic law, and qiyas (ar. al-qiyās) - nanalogical resolution
of a Sharia legal issue, with the former two being more important than the latter. Sunnah (ar. al-sunnah) is what the Messenger did, spoke
or tacitly approved, although the term hadith (ar. al-ḥadīth) is used only for the Messenger's declarations. The Sunni comprehension of
these two sources, i.e. the Qur'an and Sunnah, classifies them as the Revelation provided by God (ar. al-marjaʿ). Therefore, the Messenger's
Hadith and Sunnah are equally important for Muslims in terms of interpreting the ways of faith and teaching of messages or orders or
prohibitions. Since the Messenger's Hadiths mostly provide more specific explanations, they are cited to aid in hermeneutical interpretation
of Qur'anic ayats.

6
The form of aestheticized actions/ṣināʿat can be defined as the manifestation of human creativity that creates the tangible and intangible
components of Islamic civilization. As a matter of fact, aestheticized actions help a society to achieve better stability, cultural identity and
the ability to develop a refined approach to cultural and material exchange with others, in the name of well-being on the Earth.
7

Qur’ān, 2:256.

8

Ahmad, Aijaz: In Theory: Nations, Classes, Literatures. Verso, London, New York, 1992, p. 229.

9

One of the negative views can be found in the following claim of Cragg: “Islamic doctrine of the Divine unity and its correlation, the
threat of shirk (ar. al-shirk or polytheism, i.e. paganism, Author's comment) requires the prohibition of all representational forms of
'art'. Within the area of adherence, Islam imposes, often with puritan solemnity, a total veto on the creative value of shapes and image,
music or iconography“.
Cragg, Kenneth: The House of Islam (The Religious Life of Man). Wadsworth Publishing Co., Belmont, California 1975, p. 15.
10

OIn simple words, it pertains to the refrainment of visual representations of the Divine being, which we here include under this term.
It seems justified to note that, within the Oriental-Occidental academism, it was only in around 1860 that the idea of the issue of
visual representation in Islam and Hebraism was reified with a German coinage – the term Bilderverbot, intended to name the assumed
rejection of mimesis (ar. al-muḥākat) and figuration by Semitic nations (i.e. Arabs and Hebrews). The term was, though not too logically,
extended to all Muslims in general. Indeed, within these racially transformed discourses, the Arabs' approaches differed from the
approaches of the Persians. It is one of the inappropriate examples of Oriental-Occidental academicism's mapping of racial abstraction
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articulated in the Hebrew tradition, as well as in various Christian traditions (at least in their beginnings),
it can be claimed that the same also applies to the Islamic tradition (ar. al-sunnah).11 Besides, it should be
pointed out that direct commandment in ayats (Qur'an expressions that denote a sign, proof, argument
and omen) does not exist in the Revelation as such; rather, it was extrapolated from its possible indirect
meaning through the dogmatic-traditional approach to interpretation (ar. al-tafsīr). It should also be
noted once again that the orientation and objective of Islamic aesthetics could not be primarily achieved
by the visual, symbolic, associative, coloristic, artistic or other representation of man and nature, but
only with a certain distinctive character of the aestheticized actions/ṣināʿat of homo islamicus, which
we define as modalities of qadar/ṣināʿat discourse. However, it should also be noted that such a form of
aestheticization indirectly intensified the awareness of the transcendental Being, and that in no case
did homo islamicus allow himself to possibly express the appropriate form of the transcendence of the
Divine Being with free, not imposed, observance and original acceptance of Islam which, according to
Islamic philosophers (ar. al-falāsifa), was ultimate and all-encompassing.
The originator/designer of aestheticized representation (ar. al-jamāliyyah al-tamthīliyyah) rejects the
visibility (ar. al-ruʼyah, grč. ορατότητα) of God and the Prophet, and makes a distinction between what
is human, what is of God, and what is of the Prophet. In other words, the presentation of the human
socius and relationship to God consists in not visually presenting Him (non est praesens). The figure as
such is excluded from the relationship to God and the Prophet. Informed by the 'project' of Derridian
reconstruction, one can consider such an approach as a paradigm of any relationship between homo
islamicus toward the other, whether a human, the Messenger or God. To have such a relationship to the
other as such, does it not mean the determination (in isolation) to care for the other, to aim, to strive
toward him, to where he can reveal himself only by not revealing himself?12
The above-cited claim of the negation or possible prohibition of the involvement in aestheticized
actions is perhaps equally strange to some Muslims who inappropriately, i.e. tendentiously, understood
efforts by ulama (ar. pl. al-ʿulamāʼ – learned people) and ummah (ar. al-ummah, lat. communis). They
strove to direct aesthetic participation toward particular forms and kinds of aestheticized actions/ṣināʿat,

into “artistic forms”.
11

As a matter of fact, since scholars of Hadith studies and theologians criticize visual representations of all living beings, Terry Allen
believes that it would be more appropriate to use the term aniconism – rejection of visual representation. He justifies this by the
difference between Christian iconoclasm and the prohibition of any visual images in Islam. In his view, this is a historical reality which is
not sufficient to reject the thesis of the existence of a kind of link between the two streams. However, it seems that the character of the
prohibition as defined by Allen is not accurate enough. It is true that the foundation of Islamic Tawhid (ar. al-tawḥīd) is the rejection of
the similarity of anything with God and therefore nothing can be compared to Him nor can anything else be worshipped, as well as that
Muslims, as opposed to Christians, have never truly faced the issue of icons since there is no tradition of icon painting in the Islamic
community. However, it is also true that any conscious homo islamicus within the modalities of qadar/ṣināʿat discourse respects selfreflective discourse within the traditional Islamic understanding.
Cf: Allen, Terry, Five Essays on Islamic Art. Solipsist Press, Sebastopol 1988, p. 30.

12

Fidélité à plus d’un : Derrida, Celan, Brenner, Cixous, Blanchot. Érudit Journals, Spirale magazine culturel inc., no. 195, Montréal
(Québec), March–April 2004; Vjernost 'više nego jednom' : Zaslužiti nasljeđivanje tamo gdje genealogija manjka. (translated from French
by Ugo Vlaisavljević). Tvrđa, časopis za književnost, umjetnost, znanost, Hrvatsko društvo pisaca, Ivanić-Grad 2011, 1/2, pp.
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the character of which could then be different from that found in Mecca (ar. al-makkah al-mukarramah)
and Medina (ar. al-madīnah al-munawwarah). On the other hand, some Muslims a priori advocated the
view that such disposition would imply non-acceptance, rather than potential guidelines for possible
aestheticized actions/ṣināʿat by the originator/designer. It seems that both views can be described as
a disregard for the potential spiritual and practical establishment of any form of qadar/ṣināʿat and the
foundation of the genesis of its creative starting point, orientation and character.
One could say that the Qur'an publicized, renewed and theologically completed and rounded out
the doctrine of monotheism (ar. al-tawḥīd), a message that had been communicated to many Semitic
messengers from Ibráhim (ar. Ibrāhīm) or Abraham, Nuh (ar. Nūḥ) or Noah, Mūsa (ar. Musāa) or Moses and
Isa (ar. ʿ Īsāa) or Jesus about the One God (lat. Ad unum Deum), who is the unique, unparalleled and eternal
Creator (ar. al-qhālik), as well as the Ruler (ar. al-mālik) of the universe and of everything there is in it.
Since the Qur'an “describes” the Creator as a transcendental independent Being (actus purus) that cannot
be seen or sensed,13 He is therefore beyond any exhaustive scenario and cannot be represented with any
amorphous visual or sculptural implementation. This idea of God's full totality and transcendence is
known as Tawhid (ar. al-tawḥīd, literally “what seems to be the one and the only” or “God is One”).14 As the
originator/designer of aestheticized representation, homo islamicus accepted the Qur’anic arguments on
God's nature which disallow presenting God by sensory means, either in various shapes or in figurative
symbols of nature. Still, it was not everything that the Qur’anic message contributed to the character and
content (ar. al-muḥtawā) of aestheticized actions within the qadar/ṣināʿat discourse. However, it is not
difficult to establish how the overall aestheticized actions of homo islamicus were significantly affected
by the Qur'anic doctrine of Tawhid (ar. al-tawḥīd) or Islamic monotheism (in gree., μόνος, monos, one; i
θεός , theos, God). Since God is completely numinous or mysterious, and consequently totally different
from his creation (ar. al-khalq, grč. ημιουργία, lat. creatio), it was not only a negative prohibition of all
visual (figural) expressions about Him defined in the artificial way, which may have been necessary when
Islam intensified, or began a new mission of monotheism. There had already been many environments
where God is One, pictures or statues of God. The originator/designer could not “put” Almighty God
either in a picture frame or on a pedestal as a sculpture. God is invisible, and therefore homo islamicus
avoided, or ignored any two-dimensional (planar) or three-dimensional (Euclidian plastic) presentation
of Him, since he considered such an act as blasphemy, sacrilege, idolatry, heresy, aberration. Still, it can

13

Qur’ān, 6:103. – “No vision can grasp Him”, “He is above all comprehension”; Qur’ān, 42:11. – “There is nothing like unto Him”.

14

Homo islamicus's approach to God's full totality and transcendence yielded multiple fundamental concepts significant for
aestheticization within the qadar/ṣināʿat discourse. In this respect, we could refer to the spiritual context based on the knowledge and
worship of God as One, a synthesis of unity and multitude through the mystical-philosophic context, and the aesthetic-critical context
which implies studies of qadar/ṣināʿat in the light of the principle of unity and diversity. The relationship predicated on transcendentalimmanent dialectics, which is of central importance for monotheism, defines the Islamic understanding of existence and determines the
way in which homines islamici understand the bond between unity on the one hand and different forms and levels in which the unity
is expressed on the other.
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be claimed that it was the aesthetical success of the Semitic soul, which had previously been affected by
the followers of Hebraism.15

Jahweh’s pictures, statues or any other representation were forcefully condemned by all Hebrew
messengers. Out of respect for God, Hebrews do not even pronounce His name, but rather use the
word ADONAJ (Lord), which is in Hebrew written by four consonants JHWH (Jahweh – “He is”). These
four consonants of the name Jahweh, or other abbreviations, were often used as a written symbol
for the God of Hebrews or Jews, Heberites, Eberites, Hebreians, or “Habirus”. It was the name which
God used for himself when He replied to Musa’s or Moses’ question as to what to tell people what
his name was: I am who am.16 Besides, the Second Law of Musa or Moses is also well-known, which
says: You shall not carve idols for yourselves in the shape of anything in the sky above or on the earth
below or in the waters beneath the earth; you shall not bow down before them or worship them. For
I, the LORD, your God, am a jealous God, inflicting punishments for their fathers’ wickedness on the
children of those who hate me, down to the third or fourth generation but bestowing mercy, down
to the thousandth generation, on the children of those who love me and keep my commandments.17

The understanding of God’s transcendence as explained in the Old Testament was adopted by
Christianity18 in its view and thoughts about God. It was inherent to a transcendental God’s being that
it could never be encompassed by human cognition (ar. al-‘ irfān) or human expression (ar. al-taʿbīr).
Consequently, the difficulties of early Christianity with the acceptance of visual representations of God
result from the background of the Old Testament prohibition of the ‘making’ or the visualization of God’s
figure, and associating this prohibition with the Christian understanding of Isa (ar. ʿĪsāa) or Jesus as
the only figure of the invisible God.19 In this context it is clear that Christians were initially sensitive to
any representation of God (an absolute, subsistent being “ ipsum esse subsistens“) and anything holy,
including images of Isa (ar. ʿĪsāa) or Jesus (ar. ʿĪsā ibn Maryam or ʻĪsā al-Masīh), as well as to worshipping
such visual representations that were produced by humans, since they recognized in them a peculiar

15

That is why Islam is great, since it is the continuity (ar. al-taṣqdīq) of primeval God's revelation, i.e. of Ibrahim/Abraham's faith (religio).

16

The Book of Exodus, 3:14; in: The Holy Bible, (ed. Rev. Paul John Bradley). Good Will Publishers, Inc., Gastonia, North Carolina, 1953, p. 54.
In Hebrew, the term that is translated as “I am who am” (meaning I exist) says ehyeh asher ehyeh. The word ehyeh is the first person
singular of the verb to be, and denotes the ultimate statement of self-sufficiency, self-persistence and direct presence.

17
The Book of Deuteronomy, 5:8-10; in: The Holy Bible, (ed. Rev. Paul John Bradley). Good Will Publishers, Inc., Gastonia, North Carolina,
1953, p. 612.
18

Since, for the purposes of an in-depth characterization of God's transcendence, this study treats Orthodox Christianity separately
from Christianity in general, we must note that the term Christianity here pertains to two variants of monotheism - Catholicism and
Protestant Christianity ianity pertains to two variants of monotheism, as the existence of Catholics and Protestants.

19
Cf. The Epistle to the Colossians 1:15; The Second Epistle to the Corinthians 4:4; See also: Dohmen, Christoph: Bild, Bilderverehrung,
Bilderverbot, Bilderstreit, II. Biblisch; in: Walter Kasper (ed.), Lexikon für Theologie und Kirche, II, Freiburg im Breisgau, Sonderausgabe,
2009, p. 443.
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indicator of paganism and its idolatry, or at least expressed their suspicions towards such a view.20 Still,
Christianity soon began to show a broader and more positive view of sacred pictures and representations
of the holy than radical Hebraism. Therefore, together with the development of theology, of uttering
God’s mysteries by means of words,21 it is since the first centuries that the slow development of Christian
visual expression (which was initially only a sign [ar. al-ishārah] and symbol [ar. al-ramz]) of God’s mystery
and different mysteries of salvation can be traced.22 It can be claimed that the establishment of visual
representation still lies in the very foundation of Christianity, in the mystery of incarnation.

Indeed, according to interpretation, God took the human body, showed himself in the human face,
and the human face thus became privileged in comparison to God’s revelation.23

illustration ~ Christian pictorial representation: Icons of Saint Olympias, Tryphon and Nicholas.
ilustracija ~ H šć
:I
S
A
,T
N
.
20
Thus Paul (d. in around 67, theologian, apostle, missionary) when coming to the Athenians, whose city was full of idols (Acts of
Apostles, 17:16) taught them that “God, who made the world … does not dwell in temples built by hands” … “though he is not far from
any one of us, for we are also his offspring” (Acts of Apostles, 17: 24-28) and clearly points out that “we ought not to imagine that the
Divinity is like to gold or silver or stone, to an image graven by human art and thought” (Acts of Apostles, 1729). In the atmosphere of
the Hellenic religiosity of the time, Paul’s concern for the purity of Christianity is understandable and fully justified, and it was exactly
because of their removal of the cult of images and deities, which was common in paganism, that early Christians were called infidels,
atheists (gree. ἄϑεοι).
Cf. Kollwitz, Johannes: Zur Frühgeschichte der Bilderverehrung; in: Schöne, Wolfgang, Kollwitz, Johannes und Freiherr, Hans v.
Campenhausen: Das Gottesbild im Abendland, Witten – Berlin, 1959, p. 61..
21
The word mystery draws its origin from the early 14th century word ‘misterie’ which, in a theological sense, means “religious truth
via divine revelation, hidden spiritual significance, mystical truth”, from the Anglo-French ‘misterie’, and Old French ‘mistere’, “secret,
mystery, hidden meaning”, and directly from Latin ‘mysterium’ – “secret rite, secret worship; a sacrament, a secret thing”.
22
For more on the emergence and early development of “Christian art”, see: Meer, Frederik van der: Die Ursprünge christlicher Kunst.
Published by Freiburg im Breisgau, Basel, Wien: Herder, 1982.
23

Pehar, Marija: Otajstvo Trojedinoga Boga u slikovnome izričaju. Kršćanska sadašnjost, Zagreb, 2016, p. 17.
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Like Hebrews and Christians, early Orthodox Christians were opposed to the representation of the
deity, probably in fear of the idolatry typical of the monotheistic religions. For almost three centuries
the church did not know Christian expression by means of image. It took almost two hundred and fifty
years for Christian visual representations to become established in churches and monasteries and take
hold in Christian piety.24

However, soon afterward, Christians began to mark their meeting places with visualized scenes
from the Bible, iconostases (icons and religious pictures that separate the sanctuary from the main
part of the church), then with feast day icons, i.e. icons of saints with a halo around their heads.25

illustration ~ Calligraphy homo islamicus: Folio of a Qur'an, Late 8th century. ©Dallas Museum of Art.
ilustracija ~ K
fi homo islamicusa: L K 'ā ,
8.
ć . ©D
M
A .
24

Benc, Ernst: Opis hrišćanstva. Čigoja štampa, Belgrade 2004, p.160.
Christian visual representations became particularly prominent when worshipping icons had been re-established, which marked the
end of the first iconoclasm at the Council of Nicaea (Ecumenical Council of 787).

25
In the Orthodox church, enlighteners include devout bishops, patriarchs, priests, ordinary people, etc., who were prominently devout
during their life and lived according to church laws. During Saint Sava’s life, the feast day (slava) was established, as the day when the
family pays tribute to their patron saint before his visual representation – the feast day’s icon, which contributed to the expansion of
iconoclastic painting.
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Since it emerged after the aesthetic influence of the extraterrestrial tradition (Greco-Roman and their
Hellenic descendants) had tried its hand in many areas of the Semitic East, Islam both suggested and
conditioned a new form of complete aestheticized expression. Muslims obviously had a need for an
aesthetic concept which could provide objects of aesthetic contemplation and peace of mind, and which
would both follow and reinforce the basic idea and structure of society, and figure as a permanent reminder
of appropriate principles (gree. αρχή). It has been said that such a form of aestheticized actions/ṣināʿat
indirectly intensified the awareness of the transcendental Being, and the respect and acceptance of faith
(ar. al-dīn), which was ultimate and all-encompassing, the raison d'être of human existence. It has also
been said that the orientation and goal of Islamic aesthetics could not be primarily achieved by the visual,
symbolic, associative, coloristic, artistic etc. representation of man and nature. Rather, it was achievable
only by the particular comprehension of God’s unique positive or existential attributes (ar. al-ṣifāt
al-wujūdiyyah) by means of the particular character of homo islamicus’s aestheticized actions/ṣināʿat,
called recognitive qadar/ṣināʿat discourse. We are convinced that it is only such discourse (ar. al-ḥiwārāt,
from fr. discours) that could lead to the intuition of truth (ar. al-ḥaqīqah, lat. intuitum veritatis), which is
that God is so different from His being that any other creative act would be indecent, haughty, arrogant,
sarcastic, egoistical, spiteful, surly, violent, even ignorant. By no means, at least in the case of Islam, could
other possible approaches express the appropriate form of the transcendence of God’s being. It seems
important to point out that, unlike Catholic, Protestant and Orthodox Christianity, Islamic aestheticized
qadar/ṣināʿat expression of the recognitive productive-reflective representation26 was not limited to the
religious, eventually well-established traditional topics in other religions; rather, it included the existing
indigent indications of certain forms of creative practices or heritages (ar. al-turāth, lat. patrimonium)
present in the culture of the Islamic civilizational circle. Its powerful aesthetic appeal surpassed time
(ar. al-zamān lat. tempus) and space (ar. al-makām, lat. locus), as well as differences in language and
culture, by presenting the meaning and the essence of things, rather than their physical form. Craft and
aestheticized ornamental expressions were considered as the status of the full, emphasized, founded, a
priori, legitimate, generally accepted creative actions/ṣināʿat within the recognitive modality of qadar/
ṣināʿat discourse. The justified reason for such acceptance was contained in the symbolic interpretation
(ar. al-ta’wīl) within the constructive formation of aestheticized forms (ar. al-shakl pl. al-ashkāl, as an act
of making, i.e. actions/ṣināʿat), of abstract (ar. al-tajrīd) features of ornamental-geometricized patterns
which manifest God’s unity by providing examples of the opening of finite, repetitive forms towards
Infinity – which by its nature can be only One – and thus symbolize the Absolute Truth (ar. al- ḥaqīqah
al-muṭlaqah, gree. απόλυτη αλήθεια).

26

For the definition of the phrase recognitive productive-reflective representation see: Akšamija, A. Mehmed: Analysis of the use of
terminological determinants 'art of Islam' and 'Islamic art', Illuminatio / Svjetionik / Almanar, Al-Wasatiyya Center for Dialogue, Sarajevo,
Spring 2020, Volume 1, №. 1, p. 63.
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illustration ~ An illuminated form of a calligraphically written prayer of homo islamicus, Ottoman Turkey, 15th century. © 2021 Sotheby's.
ilustracija ~ Iluminirana forma kaligrafski ispisane molitve homo islamicusa, O
T
, 15.
ć . © 2021 S
' .
The classical understanding of the approach to aestheticization in the area of visual figurative
representation and sculptural activities was not considered the most noble of enlightenment forms.
Calligraphy (gree. καλλιγραφία), which has already been described, primarily had the most significant form
of ṣināʿat, and its rendering and the very act of writing also had high credibility. Among other things, the
handwritten forms of manuscripts27 were an unavoidable form of aestheticized action in spreading culture,
a cognitive modality of qadar/ṣināʿat discourse. For originators/designers of aestheticized representation
reality began with a spiritual road (ar. al-ṭarīqah, lat. iter spirituale) toward direct knowledge (ar. al-maʿrifah,
lat. recta scientia), i.e. with prayer (ar. al- ṣalāh, lat. orandi) and focusing on God or reality (ar. al-ḥaqq,
lat. realitas). For them, He is in the center of celebration, sanctification, adoration, and the striving for
these things, and is thus in the center of their lives. It can also be claimed that for homo islamicus beauty
(ar. al-jamāl) always has been and will be a quality of the Divine (lat. qualis est Divinus).28

27

Medieval Latin manuscriptus = lat. manu scriptum, “written by hand”.

28

This claim is derived from the hadith “Allah is indeed beautiful and loves beauty”.
Cf. Muslim, Ṣaḥīḥ : Kitabu'l-Iman (collection of hadiths), hadith no. 99.
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Early originators/designers of aestheticized representation (ar. al-jamāliyyah al-tamthīliyyah) set out
to resolve this historic imperative of the aesthetic challenges of creativity. They used motifs and methods
known to their Semitic, Turkic (particularly the Uyghur ethnic group), and somewhat later Byzantian and
other Sasanian predecessors, developed new constructive expressions, and used other materials and skills
depending on the need and imagilnation (ar. al-takhayyūl)29 and inspiration (ar. al-ilhām)30 of individual
homines islamici. It was very important to design or develop (ar. qadar) new means of aestheticized
expression which were supposed to be adopted and adjusted in other parts of the world, since Muslim
geopolitical and cultural power expanded from Spain in the West to South Korea in the East through this
influence. Still, even though it was spread across such a vast area, the achieved characteristic approach
of both the recognitive and cognitive modality of qadar/ṣināʿat discourse ensured aesthetic unity within
the cultural-civilizational Islamic (Muslim) circle. Naturally, it was accompanied with an utterly respectful
relationship to the existing religious diversity, diverse traditional cultures (ar. al-thaqāfah) and indigenous
cultural-historical heritages (ar. al-turāth). This claim can be analytically checked by the evident presence
of common qualities (communis features) in into multiple materialized forms of aestheticized expressions
(verbōrum), which are characterized by fascinating coherence regardless of the country or time where
they were constructively or developmentally defined and used. It can therefore be claimed that Muslim
civilization, which was built by many disparate peoples, is not only and purely Arabic. If we trace the
models that inspired it and the square kilometers where it resided and developed, as a whole, it cannot

29

The term imagilnation (ar. al-takhayyūl) as opposed to imagination (ar. al-khiyāl) avoids the meaning of the illusory, which modern
speech associates with the term imagination – fiction (creative thinking process of envisaging future events), although the latter term
could also be redefined so as to encompass its older meaning, which distinguishes it from fantasy in the sense of “fancy”, “apparition”
and “daydreaming”.
Cf. Akšamija, A. Mehmed: Analysis of the use of terminological determinants ..., p. 95, fn. 40 and 43.
Henry Corbin, one of the few intellectuals in the West who studied the work of the mystic Ibn ʿArabī, proposed the Latin terminological
coinage mundus imaginalis for the gnostic phenomenon of the imaginal world within Sufi interpretation of the works of symbolism, as
a possible translation of the Persian expression which means “country of nonwhere” (pers. nā-kodžā-ābād). It should be noted that this
coinage still has the specific meaning of the “world of archetypes”, and that the language equivalent for this phenomenon in Arabic is
’ālam al-mithāl. Corbin’s reasoning was based on the opinion that the modern Occidental-westernized space finds it difficult to return to
this magic. He believed that … what used to be possible is not necessarily possible today, and for this reason it is inevitably necessary to
establish bridges for such a kind of imagination. One such bridge was provided by Henry Corbin, in his naming of the mundus imaginalis.
Consorts, Angelical: William Lilly & The Mundus Imaginalis, (with the subheading The Country of Nonwhere within the text). The Company
of Astrologers, Bulletin no. 40, Sedona, Arizona, 11.6.2002, not paginated. Available at: https://www.astrodivination.com/angelic-consorts/.
Accessed on 15.8.2015.
Still, it can be assumed that it is Corbin’s translation of Suhrawardī’s term which referred to the region “beyond the mountain of Qāf”.
According to Sohravardī, “It begins at the exact moment when one leaves the supreme Sphere, which defines all possible orientation in
this world (or on this side of the world), the ‘Sphere’ to which the celestial cardinal points refer. … Thus the name nā-kodžā-ābād: a place
outside of place, a ‘place’ that is not contained in a place, in a topos, that permits a response, with a gesture of the hand, to the question
‘where?’ But when we say, ‘To depart from the where’ what does this mean? It surely cannot relate to a change of local position, a
physical transfer from one place to another place, as though it involved places contained in a single homogenous space.” As Suhrawardī
suggests, it is achievable “by the symbol of the drop of balm exposed in the hollow of the hand to the sun, it is a matter of entering,
passing into the interior and, in passing into the interior, of finding oneself, paradoxically, outside or … ‘beyond the mountain of Qāf’”.
Corbin, Henry: Mundus Imaginalis, or the Imaginary and the Imaginal: “Nā-kojā-Ābād“, or the “Eighth Climate“; in: Swedenborg and
Esoteric Islam (trans. Leonard Fox). Swedenborg Foundation, West Chester, PA, 2013, not paginated. Available at: https://swedenborg.
com/scholars-mundus-imaginalis-i-na-koja-abad-or-the-eighth-climate/. Accessed on 12.10. 2019.

30
Since the conservative-traditional interpretation believes that divine creation is a sort of Inspiration, the originator/designer of
representation was convinced that he must not desire it, nor can he compete with this Inspiration, because it would imply confronting
Him. This is the reason why discussion of homo islamicus’s inspiration implies the imagilnation, rather than the imagination of inspiration.
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illustration ~ An Ottoman talismanic shirt (tilsimli gomlek), Ottoman Turkey 1583 ‒ recognitive structure of qadar/ṣināʿat.
ilustracija ~ Osmanska talismanska košulja (
), O
T
1583. –
/ṣ āʿ

.

be denied that Arabs have been neither the greatest nor the most numerous. Being aware of the myriad
different elements, of the existent regional characteristics and the already described influences of other
cultures blended into a homogenous amalgam of a distinctive culture, many of these peoples knew how
to cultivate a civilization that still bore the stamp of Arabic genius. It is an interesting phenomenon that
Muslims beyond the Arabic Peninsula (ar. shibh al-jazīrah al-ʿarabiyyah), with their own initial artistry,
i.e. a universal form of imposing the appropriate definition of the visualization program, contributed to
the evolution of qadar/ṣināʿat discourse. Indeed, these were quite energetic and expressively refined,
dominating and suggestive, emotional and distinctive visualizations, though they were accepted and
designed in any Muslim space with the local meaning. All the aestheticized expressions reflect the spirit
of a unique Islamic cultural value and reveal the way in which homines islamici view the spiritual realm
and the Universe.
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Ignoring the spirit of unity of homo islamicus’s aestheticization

d

espite the previously described conditions and the material presented by Edward Said in his study
Orientalism31 almost half a century ago, as well as the current study by Avinoam Shalem What

do we ean when we say ‘Islamic art’? A plea for a critical rewriting of the history of the arts of Islam,32

endeavors to advocate diversity (differentia specifica)33 have permanently led to ignoring the spirit of
unity (ar. al-waḥdah al-rūḥiyyah) of Islamic aestheticization and acceptance of the artificial dichotomy
of the sacral and secular.34
Stereotyping of the “Orient“,35 “Orientalism“36 and particularly “forging Islam“ within the possible topic
of “cultural imperialism“ is so widely present that such a discourse deserves and requires a separate
analysis.37 On this occasion, however, we will nevertheless discuss only “Orient“ and “Orientalism“, since
it is about the emergence of a new genre which has, for many years already, been dealing with the issue
and presentation of “the other“ through its own system of academic vocabulary. This genre permeates
anthropology, literature and philosophy, as well as history, particularly when it comes to the Islamic
civilizational and cultural circle.
The reasoning of Edward Said (d. 2003) within his study uses the appropriate methodological approach

31

Said, Edward W.: Orientalism. Routledge and Kegan Paul, London, 1978 = Said, Edward W.: Orijentalizam. Svjetlost, (trans. Rešid Hafizović).

Sarajevo, 1999 = Said, Edward W.: Orijentalizam. Konzor, Zagreb, 1999.
32

Shalem, Avinoam: What do We Mean When We Say ‘Islamic Art’? A Plea for a Critical Rewriting of the History of the Arts of Islam. Journal of
Art Historiography, Barber Institute of Fine Arts, University of Birmingham, no 6 (6-AS/1), Birmingham, June 2012.
33

The term unity was first introduced in the context of Grunebaum's Islamic studies.
See: von Grunebaum, Gustave Edmund (ed): Unity and Variety in Muslim Civilization. University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1955.

34
Besides, the classification of 'art' according to used materials – the way of classifying the so-called “decorative arts“ – is also actually a
historical concept deeply rooted in the role of significant Western collectors involved in collecting “ornamental“ artefacts; however, it has
almost nothing in common with the ornamental within the modalities of qadar/ṣināʿat discourse.
35
Orient (lat. Oriens, from oriens, genitive orientis: “that which is being born, “rises”; “East”), is a term that Occidental culture has used
to signify geographic areas east of Europe and in Asia, ever since ancient times. It is also occasionally used as a synthetic term for Asian
culture and way of life in general. As an Occidental invention, the term implies both the geographic meaning and the meaning of the area
of romance, exotics, and opposition to the European way of life.
Orijent; in: Hrvatska enciklopedija, mrežno izdanje. Leksikografski zavod Miroslav Krleža, Zagreb, 2019. Available at: http://www.enciklopedija.
hr/Natuknica.aspx?ID=45506. Accessed on 13.12.2019.
36
Orientalism (according to lat. orientalis: eastern), is one of the key concepts of postcolonial theory and implies the way of governing
and the form of thinking based on the simultaneously political and cognitive division of power between the West and the East. It should
be noted that Occidentalism as a symbolic map of the essentialized West does not result only from non-Western perceptions, the same as
Orientalism as the moral geography that characterizes (and constructs at the same time) the useful East is not a monopoly only of Western
academic circles. Still, Orientalism has been conceived and is implemented in contradictory ways, depending on circumstances and needs,
or views of Occidental academic structures, i.e. on what is desired to say about the East – and particularly – with what goal in mind.
Bracewell, Wendy: Orijentalizam, okcidentalizam i kosmopolitizam : balkanski putopisi o Evropi (trans. Aleksandra Babić). Sarajevske Sveske
no. 06/07, Sarajevo, 2017. Available at: http://www.sveske.ba/bs/content/orijentalizam-okcidentalizam-i-kosmopolitizam-balkanski-putopisio-evropi. Accessed on 25.5.2018.
37

A possible view on this topic was offered by Said, Edward W.: Krivotvorenje islama : kako mediji i stručnjaci određuju način na koji vidimo
ostatak svijeta. V. B. Z., Zagreb, 2003.
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of a critical nature primarily to adjust the general stereotypical understanding of the “Orient“ filtered
through the Occidental-European and westernized-American way of observation (actually limited, based
on the French and English paradigm), which had found its place in libraries and dictionaries long before.
Apparently, Orientalism had found an important and legitimate place in Occidental academic circles (not
only those described) as criticism of a particular discourse which, according to Said's definition of the
term, signifies all ways of dealing with the Orient.38

illustration ~ Observing the Orient through one's own system of seeing everyday scenes. Gustav Bauernfeind, 19th century.
ilustracija ~ P
O
đ
.G
B
, 19
ć .
38
Unlike our use of the term discourse, Said was particularly inspired by Foucault; not only did he borrow the term discourse from him, but
he also paid the greatest attention to the relationship between knowledge and power. Such an approach to discourse is not limited only
to the spoken or written text, but is also extended to an ample set of social practices, with certain relations of power among them, which
condition the given social reality. These relations (by means of discourse) produce subjectivities, positions which subjects will take in their
mutual relations (identities), and thus discourse no longer pertains only to a particular part of the SOC system but is rather congruently
associated with the social one. We want to say that discourse is spread by means of articulation, which is in turn interpreted as a practice
which establishes relations among discourse elements, and which leads to the mutual modification of their identity.
Cf: Foucault, Michel: Language, Counter-Memory, Practice: Selected Essays and Interviews. Cornell University Press, Ithaca, New York, 1977;
Foucault, Michel: Power/Knowledge: Selected Interviews and Other Writings, 1972-1977. Pantheon Books New York, 1980.
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They deal with it by giving statements about it, by authorizing views on it, describing it, teaching
about it, establishing it, governing it; in brief, we can discuss and analyze Orientalism as a Western
style of dominating, restructuring and governing the Orient (emphasis added by the author).39

Said's criticism of Eurocentric viewpoints is directed toward a more intense and accurate image of
this vast and widespread area which used to be known as the “Orient“, aimed at a possible questioning
of Eurocentric ways of thinking and their positioning in a more comparative framework of academic
assessment.
In Imagining the Balkans, Marija Nikolaeva Todorova (b. 1949), professor at the University of Illinois,
says: As early as in “Orientalism”, Said warned that the response to Orientalism is not Occidentalism;
still neither he nor his followers paid enough attention to essentialization (or more accurately, to selfessentialization) of the West as the hegemonic part in this dichotomy. While the word ‘East’ has recently
been decreasingly used, it did not threaten the careless use of the word ‘West. She then goes on to say that
it was Europe, rather than the East, that created racism and anti-racism, misogyny and feminism, as well
as anti-Semitism and its disapproval.40 Ultimately, Todorova agrees with what Said says about orientalism:
Orientalism was more suitable to the culture that produced it than to its so-called object, which was also
produced by the West. 41
However, it should also be noted that any form of Orientalism (the western way to dominate the Orient,
to restructure it and govern it) was more suitable to the culture that created it than to its alleged object.42
It is true of all isms that within the culture that constructed them they actually serve as a warehouse of
their negative characteristics.43
Unlike Edward Said, Avinoam Shalem (b. 1959) recognizes the evident impact of the 'Western art history '
in the study of what is entitled “Islamic art“ within it and calls for changes, even for the complete 'rewriting
of the history of the art of Islam'. It is not surprising to read his opinion that the classification of Islamic

39

Said, Edward W.: Orientalism ..., p. 3.
Almost two decades later Said repeated that his objection to Orientalism was not based only on ancient studies of the so-called
Oriental languages, society and people but that Orientalism, as a system of thinking, approaches the heterogeneous, dynamic and complex
human reality from a non-critical essentialist viewpoint; this also implies the permanent Oriental reality and the opposite, though no less
permanent, Western essence, which observes Orient from afar and, so to say, from above.
Said, W. Edward: East isn't East. The Times Literary Supplement, News UK, London, 3.2.1995, p. 3.
40
Imagining the Balkans is a paraphrase of the title of Marija Todorova's text: Konstrukcija zapadnog diskursa o Balkanu, an original
academic paper UDK 949.7, received on 15.5.1996, p. 39. Available at: https://hrcak.srce.hr/file/120088. Accessed on 20.3.2014, i.e. her book,
Todorova, Marija Nikolaeva: Imaginarni Balkan (trans. Karmela Cindrić). Naklada Ljevak, Zagreb, 2015; Said, Edward W.: Orijentalizam ..., p. 32.
41

Ibid.

42

Said, Edward W.: Orijentalizam ..., p. 9.

43

Reasoning on different traits of European genius, Agnes Heller claims that the confirmation of others' achievements has always been part
of Eurocentric identity, and that the myth on the West and the Orient is not the confrontation of civilization and barbarism, but rather of the
civilization and the other and that the European (Western) cultural identity was conceived as ethnocentric and anti-centric at the same time.
Heller, Agnes: Europe: An Epilogue?; in: Brian Nelson, David Roberts, and Walter Veit (ed.): The Idea of Europe: Problems of National and
Transnational Identity. Berg, New York, 1992, p. 14.
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aestheticized actions and their possible subcategories were largely affected by academic approaches
beyond the qadar/ṣināʿat discourse, i.e. beyond its justified indigenous area of research. Besides, he
points out that both Orientalist and Occidentalist perspectives are too binary; they are biased from both
sides and do not provide a centralized approach which would be necessary for documenting and studying
all forms of qadar/ṣināʿat discourse in a broader area of Occidental-westernized understanding of the
‘art history'. We believe that Shalem's call for rewriting is very respectful; it can have a powerful effect
which approaches conscious aestheticized actions/ṣināʿat by homo islamicus as a coherent subject, from
interested parties.44
Avinoam's view encountered stormy reactions since, in Occidental-westernized academic opinion,

... Shalem is not primarily concerned with the implications of an intellectually questionable if widely
recognized label (the term ‘Islamic art history’) that equates cultural production and identity with
religious practice and projects a monolithic Islam. Instead of possible wrangling, he presents
the exposure and acknowledgement of the subject’s unique historiographic background as an
undertaking of an utmost critical urgency and the responsibility of all its practitioners. To this end,
he examines several problematic scholarly paradigms in turn, some of them largely abandoned in
academia (sic! op. auth.) but still circulating merrily in public discourse (such as universalisms),
others very much alive within the academy (one example being center-to-periphery models of
‘artistic influence'). Shalem concludes with some considerations for the establishment of a visual
theory of 'Islamic art', that is rooted in the frameworks of Islamic literary, historical, scientific and
theological traditions rather than the secular humanist constructs of an art history that was devised
first and foremost for the study of European art.45 (emphases added by the author)

One of the reactions still claims that despite the obvious connection between ‘religion and art’, which
is implied in the nomenclature 'Islamic history of art', the academic Occidental field has still, to this
day, relied on secular methodologies. Such approaches have restricted the potential of both active
participation in the real function as cultural intermediaries and the use of “Islamic art“ for questioning
the understanding of faith itself (ar. al-dīn) and 'art' itself on the basis of qadar/ṣināʿat. Views have been
presented that argue a possible need for nuancing the understanding of 'Islam' within possible Islamic
studies of 'art' that would focus on questioning the binary division between culture (ar. al-thaqāfah) and
religion (ar. al-dīn). Besides, although indirectly and in mental gloves, some scholars insist on the
foundation of ethnocentrism and nationalism, representing Islam as a historical, rather than a living

44

Shalem, Avinoam: What do We Mean When We Say ‘Islamic art’? ..., pp. 2, 9, 13 and 18.

45

Carey, Moya and Graves, S. Margaret: Introduction; in: The Historiography of Islamic Art and Architecture. Journal of Art Historiography,
no. 6, Barber Institute of Fine Arts and University of Birmingham, Birmingham, June 2012, p. 3.
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religion, and the use of Islam as a trope of heritage, rather than one of the many conceptual frameworks
for the modern and contemporary 'art' of the cultures that are to a different degree informed by or
based on Islam.46
Still, although the critique or the particular character of the previously described comparison does
not transcend the framework of the Occidental academic mind, it can be claimed that it is an analytical
approach where the explicitness and the autonomy of the theoretical mind is outlined at the moment
of its communication with awareness. The nature of such awareness is specific in that it is not simply
“theoretical', though, paradoxically, it both can and does have a share in the development of the Occidental
mind. Thus, the history of theoretical approaches here is not only a dialogic whole which encompasses
theoreticians on the basis of whose mutual academic discussion it is desirable to speak about a possible
entirety at all. The historical flow of theoretical thinking is an interlocutor to the academic mind which,
among other things, endeavors to transcend the imposed opposition of the Orient, i.e. of Orientalism
versus Islam, and therefore opposes what is implied by the 'widely recognized label' (the term “Islamic
art history”). This statement which pertains, according to them, to actual facts that the given theoretical
views can be found in all cultures of the world, both Eastern and Western, is intended to support the
justification of the oppositional view. Thus, although such a comparison is not a classic one, it does
not interfere with the meaning of the present traditional comparative method; in other words, it is still
predicated on the fact that the comparison of phenomena (ar. al-ẓawāhir, gree. φαινόμενον) does not
speak only of the historical structure which they allegedly belong to as a particular whole.
In this sense, Orientalists neither classify homo islamicus's knowledge, nor compare in their minds
(intellectus) and heart (cordī) the theological and scientific with the dualist way of cognition (cognitio).
Rather, endeavoring to form a harmonic system of meaning between theology and Occidental science,
bypassing the significance of Tawhid (ar. al-tawḥīd), they present it as a form of a unique way which is
achieved after filtering levels through the Occidental-theoretical light. However, such a unitarian program
of meaning ignores almost all the present parameters of Islamic knowledge (ar. al-ʿilm), and thus the
relationships - between God and endless Lordship (ar. al-rubūbiyyah), which is essential for spiritualists,
and between God's absolute engagement (ar. al-fattāḥ or al-badīʼ, which “starts or is the originator of
creation”; i.e., according to spiritualists' interpretation, He is the creator al-khāliq) and man's relative
activity (ar. al-kasb or al-iktisāb, in the meaning of “acquisition“), between the effect of God's act (ar. al-taʼsīr)
and its reflections (ar. al-taʼassur), and between the reality of ultimate goodness (ar. al-ḥusn) and
wickedness (ar. al-kubḥ) ‒ are not observed in the unitarian system of meaning. Therefore, these modern
representatives of this inappropriate system of meaning among scholars, academicians, intellectuals
and 'artists' contribute to the confusion of ordinary people both in the West and in the East.
46

Shaw, M.K. Wendy: The Islam in Islamic art History: Secularism and Public Discourse; in: Journal of Art Historiography, Number 6, June
2012, pp. 1-34.
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illustration ~ Homo islamicus does not consider his own action within qadar/ṣināʿat to be ‘art’, but on the contrary as a recognitive or cognitive
structure in a way that cannot be understood as ‘art’. Yusuf and his brothers, Safavid Shiraz, Iran, last quarter 16TH century, © Christie's.
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Consequently, it is essential to imply a repeated, reconstructive and fundamental view on any stated
claim (affirmatio) based on particular phenomena and etymology (gree. ἐτυμολογία), i.e. empirical
knowledge of the Islamic worldview, at the same level of importance.47 Such worldviews are inevitably
primarily evoked and associated, which results in the possibility to clearly see what is one and what is the
other when observing their relations, i.e. onwards inside (perceiving one view together with the other).
Thus, the question is what must the awareness be like which exists simultaneously with the theoretical
one, and is not theoretical, and what is the character of the historical background, made up of their
structure and possible correlation? The Occidental-westernized academic mind understands that they
are essentially of different natures, but unfortunately their correlation is projected as the relationship
of the illuminated and its shadow. This is a relationship where “the other“ cannot resort to its shadow
regardless of its own illumination, since the shadow allegedly cannot exist without the thing that projects
it. However, the relationship cannot be like that because it would be schizophrenic (in the etymological
sense) to seek the existence of two awarenesses of structure in a possible “same manifestation” of two
mentalities in a single fictional genus. In other words, the theoretical and what is not simply theoretical
still exist simultaneously in the mind of Occidental academism though only one of them is true (verum)
and, accordingly, only one can be truly labeled with the term “theoretical”, predicated on being opposite
to what is “non-theoretical”. Obviously, it is about what is taken as a true representation (ar. al-ʿarḍ
al- ḥaqīqī, lat. verum ostentationem) of what is represented through such a relationship, rather than a
shadow, since everything has been defined, as was already noted, only for the needs of secular humanist
constructs of an art history that was devised first and foremost for the study of European art.48
Still, it can be claimed that an existing concept such as “art“ in the Occidental academic vocabulary
would be acceptable within the traditional Islamic civilizational circle if such a title could have a feasible
revelation within the Islamic faith, Islamic philosophy, Islamic aesthetics, Islamic ethics, Islamic law,
Islamic society, etc. Another necessary prerequisite would be that the originator/designer himself, upon
the creation of a given artefact, considers such a product as “art“– ars gratia artis.49 The third prerequisite
would be contained in acceptance of the artefact thus labeled by the client and future viewers of
conservative-dogmatic and traditional orientation within the Islamic civilizational circle. We want to say
that the status of ‘art’ itself should be defined in suitable terms of its achievement and acceptance both
by an authority (auctoritas, that which is based on authority), and by homo islamicus himself, who is

47
Since truths of the Revelation and empirical knowledge in the Islamic worldview have the same level of importance, the ayat ... above
any man of knowledge is the One who knows better, indicates that it is necessary to consider any view or claim with these two dimensions
of knowledge. Supremacy in “knowing the seen world“ depends on the level of expertise and thus even the Prophet, according to scholars'
belief, consulted colleagues – ashábs - on relevant topics, as God commanded him to.
Cf, Qur'ān: 3:159. Also see: Usmani, mufti Taqi: Tumačenje sure Yusuf, 12:76. Available at: https://quran.com/12/76?translations=95,101,84,22,19,85,20,18.
Accessed on 11.6.2015.
48
Carey, Moya and Graves, S. Margaret: Introduction : the historiography of Islamic art and architecture, 2012. Journal of Art Historiography,
Number 6, June 2012, p 3.
49

Meaning art for art's sake.
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not separated from the world of Islam and does not “create” his work while having a notion of ‘art’ as
such – lex mihi ars.50 Besides, it is not only about the intention to represent by the originator/designer of
aestheticized representation, aimed at certain recognition of an object as representation, but rather as
a recognitive or cognitive structure in such a way that it cannot be understood as ‘art’ (ars). At the same
time, we would like to point out that it is not possible to equate ‘art’ (ars) to the recognitive or cognitive
structure of qadar/ṣināʿat. Once this temptation has been left aside, we will see that the originator/
designer in the form of homo islamicus does not recognize his creation (creatio) as ‘art’ (ars) and that
therefore the representation (repraesentatio) cannot be titled as a “work of art” (ars acta), despite all
the efforts of Occidental-westernized academism to attain the unification of all artefacts, irrespective of
those that are characterized by their own conviction and submission (ex opinione et obedientia) to God’s
presence (ar. al-wujūd al-ilāhiyy, lat. praesentia Dei).
It seems necessary to note that the concept of representation within the definition of the so-called
‘widely recognized label’ is not based on the similarity between the visual image and the reality of God’s
presence (Deus in praesentia), since representation (repraesentatio) results from cognizance (cognosco)51
which subjects reality (realis) to its own belief (nullius in verba) in God’s Oneness (Deus est unitas).
Besides, it can be claimed that it is not possible to demarcate the “possible artistic world” with the
reality of God’s presence. Since its inception, representation by the originator/designer of aestheticized
representation has been abiding (pareo) by God’s presence as the paragon (from gree. ἀρχή = beginning,
beginning and τύπος = model, role model) to which it owes its emergence, and which he always uses as
a possible attribute of metaphysical comparison (comparatio). God’s presence is not given to cognitive
(ar. al-maʿrifah) homo islamicus in advance; rather, his cognition is the effect (effectus) of a priori
determinants of transcendental representation. In this way, attention shifts from reality (realis) as the
object of representation to cognition (cognosco), which sets conditions (condicio) for the possibility of
reliable representation, which is the responsibility of the nature of the Almighty as the superior source
(fons significatio) of meaning. Thus, the very act of representation is turned toward its Creator, by his own
convictions which activate the object of knowledge on the one hand, and the subject of metaphysical
cognition on the other. The signifier (significans) used by the originator/designer as a subordinate
member of the opposition in this chain, ultimately attempts to merge with the signified attributes (notatis
attributa)52 through the structure of differences, in line with the tradition of metaphysical thinking,

50

Meaning art is my law.

51

Muḥammad Abū Manṣūr al-Māturīdī, one of the pioneers of Islamic legal philosophy, believes that there are three means of cognition:
sensory organs (ar. al-ʿayān), information (ar. al-akhbār) and reason (ar. al-naẓar). He rejected inspiration (ar. al-ilhām) as a source of
cognition. Al-Māturīdī constructed his own system mostly based on two principles: freedom from similarity (ar. al-tanzīh) and divine
wisdom (ar. al-ḥikmah). He used the Principle of al-tanzīh to oppose similarity (ar. al-tashbīḥ) and anthropomorphism (ar. al-tajsīm).
For more, see, Cerić, Mustafa, Roots of Systematic Theology in Islam: A Study of the Theology of Abū Manṣūr al-Māturīdī (d.333/944), ISTAC,
Kuala Lumpur, 1995, pp, 79-80. = Korijeni sintetičke teologije u islamu : Ebu Mensur el-Maturidi (853-944), translated from English by Enes
Karić and Edib Muftić, el-Kalem, Sarajevo, 1433/2012, pp. 94-95.

52

According to Aristotle, the concept of “the common feature of all principles is that they are the source that reality, or creation, or
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without any passive potentiality (actus purus), which builds the idea of sign on congruence, while the
transcendental sign (signum transcendentale) is established as the effect of the network of differences
within the given system. Still, homo islamicus cannot do so since he himself has been signified as a
guarantor of the identity of sign since the beginning of the incorporated differences (constructum- in
differences). Negative attributes, according to the positive view of theologians and homo islamicus
himself, do not describe what God is but rather what He is not, while positive attributes, according to the
stated understanding, are eternally inherent to God and eternally belong to Him.
Thus, it is possible to come across French philosopher Jacques Derrida (d. 2004), who suggested that
undermining of the signified is a possible collapse of the foundations of representational structure,
opening a vast area of possible differences.53 Unlike Gilles Deleuze (d. 1995), another French philosopher
who proposed that difference is a notion completely independent of identity,54 here we use J. Derrida’s
view to show the impossibility of the congruence between representation and reality (i.e. God’s active
presence) due to the delay which the game of differences brings into the order of representation; however,
in this case it is possible to advocate the view that (metaphysical) dependence on identity still exists.
Besides, it should be noted that in no case is there the representational representation of the other,
since its difference would be annulled in the sameness of homo islamicus’s ‘I’. The presence of visual
narration by means of understanding and celebrating God’s unique positive or existential attributes
(ar. al-ṣifāt al-wujūdiyyah) does not imply the other’s immediacy, nor does it depict or represent him,
nor is it an embodiment or assumption of the other, not even in Platonian imitation understood as
mastering the other. Indeed, by imitation (per imitationem), or interpretation (per interpretationem) of all
God’s positive attributes as his own, the originator/designer of aestheticized representation voluntarily

cognition springs from.“
53
This is J. Derrida’s crucial point, which can serve as an important element for describing the narrative method. Actually, if it is the way in
which we construct our own paradigms of thinking, on the wings of a language fully dependent on the prevailing metaphors (ar. al-majāz,
gree. μεταφορά) of an epoch, the story of the story (philosophy) gets a stronger tailwind. It clearly shows that, after the previous maneuver,
metaphysics, logocentrism, can no longer be considered as a specter.
See: Derrida, Jacques: O gramatologiji = De la grammatologie (trans. Ljerka Šifler-Premec). Veselin Masleša, Sarajevo, 1976;
In his work L’écriture et la différence, Derrida presents several essays to gather an incredible number of interpretations of work by
various philosophers and a huge spectrum of issues. The points where these seemingly heterogeneous topics touch upon each other and
intertwine are actually crucial. Indeed, reading through Derrida's texts means realizing the link between ontology, language, meaning and
madness.
See: Derrida, Jacques: Pisanje i razlika = L’écriture et la différence (trans. Vande Mikšić). Šahinpašić, Sarajevo/Zagreb, 2007.
54
After Différence et répétition, a section of Deleuze's doctoral dissertation, it is simply impossible to approach notions of difference and
identity as they used to be approached before. If the notion of identity had always been expressed in the identity of the notion with itself,
if the notion, since the times of Greek philosophy, implied ideal meanings, after Deleuze difference became a value that stands on its own
feet though, at the same time, it means that the whole tradition is derived from balance. To be effective, to exist at all, tradition must rest
on a firm, unmoved foundation.
See: Deleuze, Gilles: Razlika i ponavljanje = Différence et répétition (trans. Ivan Milenković). Fedon, Belgrade, 2009.
Besides, from a critical viewpoint, Deleuze's thinking can be considered radically horizontal. The principle of horizontality is here applied
to his reading of various authors such as Spinoza, Proust, Leibniz, Lewis Carroll and others and is in fact a radical attempt to think the
unthought and unthinkable, and a brave undertaking of revealing and deliberating everything in philosophy that had been forgotten or
subdued. In this perspective, which is also historical, it seems that its importance also lies in the fact that it is one of the first works which
updated Stoic thinking in an original way.
See: Deleuze, Gilles: Logika smisla = Logique du sens (trans. Marko Gregorić). Biblioteka Sandorf & Mizantrop, Zagreb, 2015.
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built his own cultural practice of qadar/ṣināʿat which contains imitation; the concept of Tawhid (ar. al-tawḥīd)
according to which the modalities of qadar/ṣināʿat discourse must be harmonized with God’s Transcendental
Nature. It is the associative generation of artefacts against God’s attributes, i.e. these are sensory forms
which have been “dematerialized” by the endeavors of the active mind and have become something
truly understandable to the viewer’s mind (intelligibile actu), and thus a general concept or concepts.
What is common to all active members of qadar/ṣināʿat discourse compared to the modalities by the
act of reflection - cognition (ar. al-maʿrifah, gree. γνῶσις), the object of which is mind itself and its actions/
ṣināʿat, is labelled as cognition, which intellect (ar. al-ʿaqll, grč. νοῦς) has about itself if it both realizes
and knows that it realizes (simultaneous cognition of its own cognizance). The originator/designer’s
reflection is the ability of the cognitive power of reason (intellectus agens) to act cognitively, and to
be aware of his actions/ṣināʿat to which he “returns” in various forms and constructive values (reditio
completa). It should be noted that one can also find a special aspect of reflection in the form of “reflexio
super (conversio ad) phantasma“, by means of which the mind abstracts, from a sensory image, a general
concept independent of the initiation of the possible presence of objects. The activity of his mind gains
its content from the sensory visual representation, though in such a way that it separates the modelforming strategy in it - form (fōrmae) from matter (māteriae), and the form is imprinted in the equally
active power of his spirit (ar. ruh, gree. πνεῦμα).

Continued in the next issue.

illustration ~ Associative generation of artifacts of homo islamicus versus God’s attributes ‒ recognitive structure of qadar/ṣināʿat.
ilustracija ~ Asocijativno generiranje artefakata homo islamicusa
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